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DNN Uncertainty Propagation using GMM-Derived Uncertainty Features for Noise Robust ASR

Karan Nathwani, Emmanuel Vincent and Irina Illina

Abstract—The uncertainty decoding framework is known to improve deep neural network (DNN) based automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance in noisy environments. It operates by estimating the statistical uncertainty about the input features and propagating it to the output senone posteriors by sampling. Unfortunately, this approximate propagation scheme limits the performance improvement. In this work, we exploit the fact that uncertainty propagation can be achieved in closed form for Gaussian mixture acoustic models (GMMs). We introduce new GMM-derived (GMMD) uncertainty features for robust DNN-based acoustic model training and decoding. The GMMD features are computed as the difference between the GMM log-likelihoods obtained with versus without uncertainty. They are concatenated with conventional acoustic features and used as inputs to the DNN. We evaluate the resulting ASR performance on the CHiME-2 and CHiME-3 datasets. The proposed features are shown to improve performance on both datasets, both for conventional decoding and for uncertainty decoding with different uncertainty estimation/propagation techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) in noisy environments is still a challenging goal. Front-end speech enhancement approaches aim to estimate clean features which are then fed to the back-end [1]. These approaches alone yield limited performance improvement due to the fact that noise is not perfectly compensated and the enhanced features remain distorted. Hence, they are generally used in combination with back-end approaches that retrain or adapt the acoustic model using enhanced data. These back-end approaches compensate the distortion on average over the whole training set. Yet, the ASR performance on a given utterance still depends on the distortion in that specific utterance.

In the recent past, uncertainty decoding has emerged as a promising framework for robust speech recognition. It utilizes the knowledge of the frame-level uncertainty (or variance) of speech distortion during recognition [2]–[4]. The uncertainty can be computed directly in the ASR feature domain [1], [5]–[10] or propagated from the spectral domain to the feature domain [11]–[18]. Uncertainty decoding has been well studied for traditional statistical models such as Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [2]–[4]. For such models, the expectation of the senone likelihoods with respect to the feature uncertainty distribution can be computed in closed form.

Unlike GMMs, deep neural network (DNN) based acoustic models do not yield such straightforward solutions owing to the presence of nonlinear activations. In order to incorporate uncertainty in DNNs, propagation techniques based on piecewise exponential approximation, Monte Carlo (MC) or the unscented transform (UT) have been proposed to approximate the expectation of the acoustic scores [19]–[24]. This is followed by incorporating the modified acoustic scores in the decoding algorithm. In [10], we conducted an extensive experimental investigation of DNN uncertainty estimation and propagation techniques on real and simulated datasets in different noise conditions. We showed that these techniques perform well on logmel features, but performance is reduced with more advanced features such as feature-domain maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) [25].

The approximations underlying the above propagation techniques arguably limit the performance of uncertainty decoding for DNN-based acoustic models. In order to address this issue, in this article, we introduce GMM-derived (GMMD) features which account for the impact of frame-level uncertainty on the senone likelihoods. These features correspond to the difference between the GMM log-likelihoods computed by uncertainty decoding and by conventional decoding. They are concatenated with conventional acoustic features and used for DNN training and decoding. The benefit of GMM-derived features has recently been shown in [26]–[28] in the context of speaker adaptation of DNN-based acoustic models. The authors in [29] also used GMM log-likelihoods as input features (without conventional acoustic features) for adaptation to stationary noise. However, the specific GMMD features proposed in this article and their use for uncertainty decoding are new. The proposed method differs from previous DNN uncertainty decoding methods which are all based on numerical approximation of the expectation. We perform extensive experiments to assess the ASR performance achieved with the proposed GMMD features alone or in combination with uncertainty decoding in several nonstationary noise conditions compared to an fMLLR-domain baseline. As a side result, we propose an fMLLR-domain deep neural network based uncertainty (DNNU) estimator and compare it with Delcroix’s estimator [7].

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section II provides some background on uncertainty decoding and propagation. Section III introduces the proposed GMMD uncertainty features. The experimental setup and the results are presented in Sections IV and V. We conclude in Section VI.
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II. DNN Uncertainty Decoding

A. Conventional vs. Uncertainty Decoding

In clean conditions, given a time sequence of clean feature vectors \( y_t \), a DNN-based acoustic model outputs the posterior

\[
p_{\text{DNN}}(s_i|y_t)
\]

for all hidden Markov model (HMM) states (senones) \( s_i \) indexed by \( i \) at all times \( t \). Decoding is achieved by applying dynamic programming to the pseudo log-likelihoods \( \log p_{\text{DNN}}(s_i|y_t) - \log p(s_i) \).

In noisy conditions, noisy features \( z_t \) are observed instead and enhanced features \( \hat{y}_t \) can be obtained by means of any speech enhancement technique. Conventional decoding treats the enhanced features as clean and simply replaces \( y_t \) by \( \hat{y}_t \) in (1). Alternatively, the uncertainty decoding framework assumes that the (unknown) clean features \( y_t \) are Gaussian distributed with mean \( \hat{y}_t \) and diagonal covariance \( \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t} \) [2]–[4] (see Section IV-C for estimation details):

\[
p_{\text{unc}}(y_t|\hat{y}_t, \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t}) = \mathcal{N}(y_t; \hat{y}_t, \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t}).
\]

(2)

\( \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t} \) represents the variance of the residual speech distortion after enhancement. To account for this uncertainty, the clean posteriors (1) are replaced by their expectation [21]:

\[
p_{\text{DNN}}(s_i|\hat{y}_t, \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t}) = \mathbb{E}_{p_{\text{unc}}} [p_{\text{DNN}}(s_i|y_t)].
\]

(3)

Decoding is then achieved as above.

B. Uncertainty Propagation

The expectation can be computed as follows [21]. MC consists of drawing random samples from the feature uncertainty distribution (2), which are input to the DNN. The average of the outputs approximates the posterior expectation. Alternatively, UT consists of drawing random samples from this distribution in a deterministic fashion and associating them with weights. The samples are passed through the DNN and the weighted average of the outputs approximates the posterior expectation.

III. Proposed GMM-Derived Uncertainty Features

A. GMMD Feature Computation

In order to overcome the approximate nature of MC and UT, we propose to use complementary GMMD uncertainty features during training and decoding. The procedure for computing these features is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Procedure for computing GMMD features and concatenating them with spliced acoustic features. \( \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y}, \) and \( \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t} \) denote the acoustic features of noisy speech, the acoustic features of enhanced speech, and the estimated uncertainty, respectively.]

Considering a GMM-based acoustic model with the same set of states as the DNN-based acoustic model, the log-likelihood of state \( s_i \) can be computed from the enhanced features as

\[
f_{it}^u = \log p_{\text{GMM}}(\hat{y}_t|s_i) = \log \left( \sum_j \pi_{ij} \mathcal{N}(\hat{y}_t; \mu_{ij}, \sigma^2_{y_j}) \right)
\]

(4)

where \( \mu_{ij}, \sigma^2_{y_j}, \) and \( \pi_{ij} \) denote the mean, the variance, and the weight of the \( j \)-th component of state \( s_i \). Taking uncertainty into account, the logarithm of the expectation of the likelihood of the clean features is given by [2]–[4]

\[
f_{it}^u = \log (\mathbb{E}_{p_{\text{unc}}} [p_{\text{GMM}}(y_t|s_i)])
\]

(5)

\[
= \log \left( \sum_j \pi_{ij} \mathcal{N}(y_t; \mu_{ij}, \sigma^2_{y_j} + \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t}) \right).
\]

(6)

This equation is classically used for GMM uncertainty decoding, e.g., [8], [11], [17]. In order to leverage it for DNN uncertainty decoding, we stack the log-likelihoods without and with uncertainty into \( I \)-dimensional vectors \( f_{it}^u = [f_{it}^u, \ldots, f_{it}^w] \) and \( f_{i}^u = [f_{i1}^u, \ldots, f_{iI}^u] \), with \( I \) the number of states. We define the GMMD uncertainty features as the difference

\[
\text{GMMD}_i = f_{i}^u - f_{i}^u.
\]

(7)

These features are computed in closed form and they represent the change in the GMM acoustic scores due to the uncertainty. The difference \( f_{i}^u - f_{i}^u \) is more invariant to other variabilities than \( f_{i}^u \) itself, which is expected to facilitate learning.

B. Use in Conventional or Uncertainty Decoding

GMM-based features are high-dimensional. In practice, we reduce their dimension by principal component analysis (PCA) [30]. The resulting features are concatenated with the spliced enhanced features \( \hat{y}_t \) and used during training and decoding. Decoding can be achieved either in a conventional fashion or by uncertainty decoding. In the latter case, the uncertainty over the concatenated features \( [\hat{y}_t, \ldots, \hat{y}_{t+\tau}, \cdots, \hat{y}_t, \ldots, \hat{y}_{t+\tau}, \text{GMMD}_i] \) is equal to \( [\hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t}, \ldots, \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t}, \cdots, \hat{\sigma}^2_{y_t}, 0] \).

Fig. 2 shows GMM and DNN posteriorgrams for one real CHiME-3 utterance. The DNN posteriorgrams are obtained by conventional decoding. The GMM posteriorgram without uncertainty and the DNN posteriorgram without GMMD features both differ significantly from the ground truth. The GMM posteriorgram with uncertainty is closer to the ground truth, but has nonzero probability for several other states. The DNN posteriorgram with GMMD features matches best with the ground truth compared to any other posteriorgram, and it finds the transition from \text{SIL} to \text{AA11}.

IV. Experimental Setup

A. Datasets

We evaluated the proposed features on the CHiME-2 [31] and CHiME-3 [32] datasets. The CHiME-2 dataset was created by convolving clean Wall Street Journal (WSJ0) utterances with binaural room impulse responses and adding real domestic background noise at six signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) from -6 to +9 dB. The training set contains 7138 noisy utterances.
from 83 speakers. The development and test sets contain 2460 and 1980 noisy utterances from 10 and 8 speakers, respectively.

The CHiME-3 dataset provides real and simulated noisy WSJ0 utterances acquired by a tablet fitted with 6 microphones in four nonstationary noise environments: bus (BUS), café (CAF), pedestrian area (PED), and street (STR). For training, 1600 real and 7138 simulated utterances from 87 speakers were used. The development set contains 1640 real and 1640 simulated utterances from 4 speakers, and the test set 1320 real and 1320 simulated utterances from 4 speakers. The results are reported on the real development and test sets only hereafter.

B. Speech Enhancement and ASR Baseline

The uncertainty estimators considered in the following are applicable to any speech enhancement technique. As an example, we enhanced all training, development, and test data via multichannel nonnegative matrix factorization [33] using the FASST toolbox [34] with identical settings to [10], [17], [21], [22]. This allows comparison with these earlier studies.

For each dataset, we trained a GMM acoustic model with 40 fMLLR features and a DNN model with 40 fMLLR features with \( \tau = 5 \) left and right context frames via Kaldi [35]. Both acoustic models were trained on the enhanced training set. The targets were obtained by forced alignment using a GMM acoustic model trained and applied on clean data (for simulated training data) or on enhanced data (for real training data). The GMM-based model for CHiMe-3 has 15025 Gaussians.

The DNNs follow the architecture in [10], [21], [22]: a 440-dimensional input layer and seven 2048-dimensional hidden layers. The output layer consists of 2000 states for CHiME-2 and 1978 for CHiME-3. For decoding, we used the challenges’ baseline trigram language model and 5k vocabulary.

C. Uncertainty Estimation and Representation

We considered two uncertainty estimators. First is Delcroix’s uncertainty (DU) estimator \( \sigma_{\hat{y}}^2 = \alpha (\hat{y} - z) \) which is proportional to the elementwise squared difference between the enhanced and the noisy features. Following [21], we set \( \alpha = 0.4 \). As second estimator, we propose a DNNU estimator that takes a 80-dimensional input vector \( [\hat{z}, \hat{y} - z] \) consisting of the noisy features and their difference with the enhanced features and outputs a 40-dimensional uncertainty vector \( \sigma^2_{y\hat{y}} \). This estimator is trained on enhanced simulated training data, using the elementwise squared difference \((\hat{y} - y)^2\) between the enhanced and the clean features as a target. It differs from the neural network-based uncertainty estimator in [10] in two aspects. First, we use 3 hidden layers instead of 2. Second, we use fMLLR domain inputs and outputs instead of logmel.

For uncertainty propagation, we drew 3 samples from the feature uncertainty distribution for both MC and UT.

We computed the GMMD features as explained in Section III using DNNU in (6), irrespective of whether DU or DNNU were used for possibly subsequent DNN uncertainty decoding. We reduced their dimension to 100 via PCA before concatenation with the 440-dimensional spliced fMLLR features. We denote the concatenated features as fMLLR+GMMD. For comparison, we also considered the 40-dimensional uncertainty vectors estimated by DU and DNNU themselves as features instead of GMMD. We denote the resulting concatenated features as fMLLR+DU and fMLLR+DNNU.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Overall Results

Table I presents the average results on the CHiME-2 and CHiME-3 test sets for both GMM and DNN acoustic models without uncertainty (called “None”) and with various uncertainty estimation and propagation techniques. We observed a similar behavior on the CHiME-2 and CHiME-3 development sets (not shown here). We can make the following observations.

We assess the ASR performance in terms of the word error rate (WER). For the CHiME-2 development and test sets, the 95% confidence interval is about \( \pm 0.4 \% \). For CHiME-3, the confidence interval is about \( \pm 0.3 \% \) for the development set and \( \pm 0.5 \% \) for the test set. In the following tables, for each test condition, the best choice of features, acoustic model, and uncertainty estimation/propagation technique is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty Estimation</th>
<th>CHiME-2 test set</th>
<th>CHiME-3 real test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>DNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU</td>
<td>17.58</td>
<td>14.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNNU</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>14.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No rescoring (using, e.g., neural network language models or sequence-level minimum Bayes risk) was performed.

TABLE I. AVERAGE WER (%) ON THE CHIME-2 AND CHIME-3 TEST SETS. MC/UT PERTAIN TO DNN ACOUSTIC MODELS ONLY.
• In all configurations, DNN acoustic models greatly improve the ASR performance compared to GMM. In the following, we consider DNN acoustic models applied on fMLLR features without uncertainty as our baseline.

• Compared to the baseline, uncertainty decoding based on DNNU and MC improves the WER by 5% and 1% relative for CHiME-2 and CHiME-3 respectively.

• Alternatively, using fMLLR+GMMD features provides an improvement of 16% and 8% relative. This means GMMD features better handle uncertainty than classical DNN uncertainty propagation techniques.

• Combining fMLLR+GMMD, DNNU and MC improves the WER by 21% and 13% relative compared to the baseline. This means GMMD features and DNN uncertainty decoding are complementary. To our knowledge, this is the largest improvement obtained for DNN uncertainty decoding on top of an fMLLR-domain baseline.

• The proposed DNNU estimator outperforms the DU estimator in all but one (GMM acoustic model on CHiME-2) situations. Also, MC-based uncertainty propagation systematically outperforms UT-based propagation for all features, acoustic models, and uncertainty estimators.

B. Impact of SNRs

Table II presents the WER on the CHiME-2 development and test sets as a function of the SNR. In addition to the systems in Table I, we also show the results obtained using fMLLR+DU or fMLLR+DNNU features. Our main findings still hold: for all SNRs, DNN uncertainty decoding based on fMLLR+GMMD, DNNU and MC outperforms other configurations. The improvement relative to the baseline increases with the SNR, from 14% at -6 dB to 28% at 9 dB on the test set. Also, with fMLLR+GMMD features, DNNU outperforms DU in all cases and MC often performs slightly better than UT. Without uncertainty decoding, fMLLR+GMMD features also systematically improve performance compared to fMLLR features only, while fMLLR+DU and fMLLR+DNNU provide a smaller, less consistent improvement.

C. Impact of Noise Environments

The impact of the noise environments on the WER in the real CHiME-3 development and test sets is shown in Table III.

DNN uncertainty decoding based on fMLLR+GMMD, DNNU and MC always improves the WER compared to the baseline. In 5 out of 8 test conditions, it is the best configuration. In the 3 remaining conditions, the difference with the best configuration is not statistically significant. For all features, DNNU systematically outperforms DU and MC systematically outperforms UT. Finally, without uncertainty decoding, fMLLR+GMMD features improve the WER compared to the baseline in 7 out of 8 test conditions, while fMLLR+DU and fMLLR+DNNU improve it in 4 and 3 conditions only, respectively.

VI. C O N C L U S I O N

We proposed GMMD features as additional inputs to DNN acoustic models for noise-robust ASR. These features encode the impact of the uncertainty, that is the variance of the residual speech distortion, on the acoustic scores. Experiments on both simulated and real data showed that they systematically and significantly improve performance compared to fMLLR features alone, or to using the estimated uncertainty itself as a feature. We also proposed a DNNU estimator that successfully operates in the fMLLR domain and showed that applying uncertainty propagation to fMLLR+GMMD features further improves the WER, up to 21% and 13% relative compared to conventional decoding on fMLLR features without uncertainty. In the future, we will assess our approach with other enhancement techniques and explore joint optimization of the feature dimension reduction matrix and the DNN acoustic model.
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